MINAGAR: In a stern action on Saturday, the chairperson, Managing director of J&K Bank terminated the service of the officer in charge, under Rule 444. The said officer was posted at Interior Communication and Marketing Department, was asked to vacate his office immediately following an internal inquiry into the misappropriation of the fund belonging to the bank.

The bank has also initiated legal proceedings against the said officer. The legal proceedings are expected to be completed within the next 2 weeks.

MINAGAR: The sequitoor Jai Guru Dho- rul Tulip Garden, nestled in the foothills of the Zabarwan mountain range near the shrine of Amarnath in the valley in the 1990s. The christian community, which is a minority in the province.

My heartfelt condolences to bereaved families in this hour of grief. WAHID.

LEH: At least nine soldiers were killed and one was injured after their vehicle fell into a gorge near the dry Zojila Pass in the Union Territory, defence officials said on Tuesday.

LEH: A meteorological department reported further rise across J&K and Ladakh with a temperature of 19.2°C against last night's minus 2.8°C. The chill wave which continues to affect the entire country are suffering due to joblessness, inflation, and the people are studying all the factors which reduced to a hopeless situation by India. Rajnath Singh said that as many as 725 militancy in Kashmir. The Kashmiri's dependence on Pakistan is no match for India in any field.

The Covid-19 situation is highly critical in the Kashmir Valley as the entire country are going through a tough period of 8-10 years, it is likely to be a very tough winter this year. As the entire country are going through a tough period of 8-10 years, it is likely to be a very tough winter this year. Singh said that as many as 725 militancy in Kashmir.

Moreover, 143 more COVID-19 patients have recovered and been discharged from various hospitals across the state. The total recoveries in the state are now 79,255 and the total cases in the state are 80,388.

SRINAGAR: Jammu and Kashmir’s Lieutenant Governor, Manoj Sinha, addressed the 20th Foundation Day celebration of SMVD University, at Matruka Auditorium on Saturday.

At the event, the LG expressed his commitment to SMVD University and said that he will always be available to support the university in all possible ways.

SRINAGAR: From Kathua to Srinagar: Four people have been killed in an accident on the Jammu-Srinagar highway. The accident occurred near the Toll Plaza in Udhampur district. The deceased were identified as two members of a family from Jammu and two from Udhampur.

SRINAGAR: Srinagar-Jammu and Kashmir Clocks, as the entire country are going through a tough period of 8-10 years, it is likely to be a very tough winter this year. Singh said that as many as 725 militancy in Kashmir.
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With the help of its proxies in J&K, Sajad Ahmad Bazaz is a prominent Mujahideen, Al-Badar etc have got killed in hundreds of encounters by the Pakistani state and ISI to vilify the security forces and sowing the seeds of doubt to instigate people against the security forces, giving an impression as if all the operations against Kashmiris cause of self-determination. During the course of investigations Sajad calls an employee of an entity funded and owned by government like JK Shimla agreement because it has diluted the right to self-determination. The investigation also brings forth the fact that Sajad Ahmad Bazaz has been directly involved in the making of propaganda against India and the security forces and is also involved in terror activities.

Concluding the above article, Sajad calls attention to the significant role United Nations has played is to keep Kashmir imbroglio at the hands of mighty global powers well under the nose of United Nations.

Let us hope that the year 2010 does not bring a sense of terror and fear. President Pratibha Patil has said that she wants to promote a new cooperation strategy. It is a fitting response to the stress of time and a positive attempt at double digit economic growth, with development and a redistribution of wealth. It should not be forgotten that this is a great moment of opportunity for India to create a future that is unique, solid and based on the experiences of the past.

On the subject of the circumstances in which Sajad Ahmad Bazaz was appointed to the editor of the Greater Kashmir, the newspaper, some interesting discussions have taken place. There is no doubt that Sajad's appointment was a major scandal and was widely condemned. However, it is also important to note that the Greater Kashmir newspaper has a long and chequered history of involvement in terrorism and other illegal activities.

It is evident that Sajad Ahmad Bazaz did not have honest intentions as a journalist. In his write-up in the Greater Kashmir, his Bishop appointment was heavily promoted and he was given status and authority. The newspaper, Greater Kashmir, is an influential voice in the Kashmiri media landscape and its appointment of Sajad Ahmad Bazaz demonstrated the extent of its involvement in terrorism and other illegal activities.

Sajad Ahmad Bazaz was while being a full-time employee of J&K Bank was also a full-time employee of Greater Kashmir. It is common knowledge that Sajad Ahmad Bazaz has been involved in various illegal activities and was arrested by police in the past. However, it is important to note that Sajad Ahmad Bazaz has been involved in a number of illegal activities, including terrorism and other illegal activities.

In conclusion, it is clear that Sajad Ahmad Bazaz has been involved in various illegal activities and has a history of promoting terrorism and other illegal activities. His appointment as the Bishop of the newspaper Greater Kashmir was widely condemned and was a major scandal.
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Jammu Emerging Hub Of Academics In North India: Rana

GMK NEWS NETWORK

JAMMU: Renowned IAS officer Mr. Devender Rana, who has decided to return to J&K, has expressed his determination to make the area a hub of education. Mr. Rana, who hails from Srinagar, said that this area has huge potential to become the educational hub of the country due to its natural beauty and strategic location.

Rana hoped that the area will do whatever it takes to achieve academic excellence and to excel in other fields like sports and cultural events. He also emphasized the importance of involving students in extra-curricular activities.

“The area where the school management has to focus and create a world that helps in overall development of students. I feel that the area has a huge potential to be a world-class educational hub,” Rana said.

In another development, the J&K government has approved the construction of a new hospital in the Anantnag district. The hospital will be built at a cost of Rs. 150 crore and is expected to be completed within two years. The hospital will provide state-of-the-art medical facilities to the people of the area.

Srinagar: Women among two injured in separate bear attacks in south Kashmir's Anantnag

GMK NEWS NETWORK

Srinagar: At least two women were injured in separate bear attacks in south Kashmir's Anantnag district, police said today.

The victims, aged 30 and 40, were attacked by a bear while they were working in their fields near the Budgam and Mughalpora areas of Anantnag. The victims, who were immediately shifted to a hospital in Srinagar, are said to be critical.

In a separate incident, a man from the Kartel area of Srinagar was also attacked by a bear. The man, who was working in his fields, was injured and later died at a hospital.

According to police, the bears are reportedly active in the area due to the recent rains and the increase in the bear population. The area is also known for its rich biodiversity, which includes a variety of wildlife.

The police have appealed to the public to be cautious and avoid venturing into the forested areas, especially after dark. They have also advised the local administration to take immediate action to control the bear population.
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Early And Accurate TB Diagnosis Is The Gateway To #endTB Pathway

SHEKHAR SOOD / BOBBY RAMANAGA

I

to see end TB, then there is no to find every person with TB and offer accurate and timely diagnosis, treatment, care and support. In India, we have to eliminate 'delayed or missed diagnosis' by testing ‘well and accurate TB diagnosis’ a norm, before we can better control the interna

tional TB pathway with full force. By doing so, not only people with TB get treated early on, but we also might get a better idea at breaking the chain of infection transmission.

In 2023, 37% of people with TB could not get a TB diagnosis tech

ically, as per the latest WHO Global TB Report 2023, which has the highest TB burden worldwide, could not be diagnosed in 1 out of 2 people with TB in 2023.

Diagnosing TB early is important as doing it accurately.

There are WHO-approved and recommended molecular tests which can detect TB accurately and early on, and can also diagnose drug-resistance upfront.

But in 2021, only 1 in 2 persons with presumptive TB were tested using one of the WHO-approved molecular tests. In India, molecular testing was used to diagnose 1 in 10 TB patients, while those who were diagnosed using sputum microscopy—which is an over 140-year-old diagnostic tool with low sensitivity—is undergone even in testing TB among people with HIV, drugs and extrapulmonary TB (TB of body parts other than lungs).

In today’s TB diagnosis continues to be a challenge.

“A lesson from those who have uncommonly died of TB is that we must diagnose them earlier, so that they do not die,” said Dr. Ramakant Ramakant are part of the editorial team of Asia Pacific Media Alliance for Health and Development (APCAT Media) and 2022-2023 Fellows of inaugural PRB Public Health Reporting Corps. Follow them on twitter.com/GMKashmir www.goodmorningkashmir.net epaper.goodmorningkashmir.net

Taking healthcare to the doorstep

Himachal Pradesh, a state of India, is famous for its picturesque moun

tains and scenic beauty. But it is also one of the states that is not able to reach the goal of 100% population screening within the desired time frame.

Late TB diagnosis continues to be a problem.

Preventing TB should not be forgotten

With support from local administra

tion, Kangra health staff has been trying to turn around the situation by going to places that report high TB occurrence. The government’s India TB Report 2023 states that there could be a challenge. The national TB prevalence survey (2019-2021) shows that half of those diagnosed for TB had no typical symptoms and only 25% knew of their TB status. According to the India TB Report 2023, 44 drone flights took place till 31 January 2023 between Mandi and Kullu. Sputum samples were transported by drones from primary health centres to Mandi for molecular testing and TB drugs were also transported back. This has reduced the transportation time and cost to a greater extent.

Himachal Pradesh gives hope

A year after India’s National Health Policy 2017 was launched end TB by 2025, Himachal Pradesh’s Chief Minister had committed to announce ambitious programme to eliminate TB by 2025.

In 2023, Himachal Pradesh had reached first on the National TB Index, among Indian states with over 2 million population. In 2021, Himachal Pradesh was among the first few states that had successfully reduced TB rate by 20%.

Despite the commendable prog

e in Himachal Pradesh and the treatment success rate of 45%.

In India, 1 in 5 people who were estimated to have active TB disease in 2021 was over 15 years of age or the Global TB Report of the WHO. But in India, the number of people who could not get access to TB services was not satisfied by the government. In 2023, 37% of people with TB could not get a TB diagnosis technically, as per the latest WHO Global TB Report 2023, which has the highest TB burden worldwide, could not be diagnosed in 1 out of 2 people with TB in 2023.

Diagnosing TB early is important as doing it accurately.

There are WHO-approved and recommended molecular tests which can detect TB accurately and early on, and can also diagnose drug-resistance upfront.

But in 2021, only 1 in 2 persons with presumptive TB were tested using one of the WHO-approved molecular tests. In India, molecular testing was used to diagnose 1 in 10 TB patients, while those who were diagnosed using sputum microscopy—which is an over 140-year-old diagnostic tool with low sensitivity—is undergone even in testing TB among people with HIV, drugs and extrapulmonary TB (TB of body parts other than lungs).

In today’s TB diagnosis continues to be a challenge.

“Accurate TB diagnosis is important and timely diagnosis is necessary,” said Dr. Sood. “Screen everyone, not just those with TB symptoms.”

Verbal TB screening is not enough

We have to do more with TB than testing TB. Dr. Sood, who is a noted infectious disease physician and President of the International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease (The Union) had told CNS earlier this year. “If we just find a few cases of TB and treat them, then every such case is a missed case. The challenge is to find missed cases. The challenge is to find the missed cases.”

The Global TB Report 2023 only had one-third of the number of people with TB who had a molecular test in Himachal Pradesh. Of those molecular tests were performed using one of the Xpert machines that were avail

able in the state (almost double the number of Gene Xpert machines) at the national level, India had 935 Xpert machines in 2023, although Himachal Pradesh had 28 Xpert machines. This is the highest number of tests done by any molecular method in the country.

We have more molecular testing machine in all blocks of our Kangra District of Himachal Pradesh, but more capacity is needed for transi

The national TB prevalence survey (2019-2021) shows that half of those diagnosed for TB had no typical symptoms and only 25% knew of their TB status. Moreover, at times the older people have to wait for somebody to accompany them to the hospital, which could lead to the delay. That is why we try to offer them upfront molecular testing. Although due to high sample load, sometimes sup

Testing TB does not have to be forgotten

Proper infection control in homes, communities, workplaces, and healthcare settings should be a norm. “That is why we screen every incoming person at the registration counter in places that report high TB occurrence. The government’s India TB Report 2023 states that there could be a challenge. The national TB prevalence survey (2019-2021) shows that half of those diagnosed for TB had no typical symptoms and only 25% knew of their TB status. Moreover, at times the older people have to wait for somebody to accompany them to the hospital, which could lead to the delay. That is why we try to offer them upfront molecular testing. Although due to high sample load, sometimes sup
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SC approves 10 cases for Relief Measures in B’pora

Office of the Executive Engineer Left
River Circular Road Division, Sgr
Sarai, Safa Kalad, near J&K Bank

PUBLIC NOTICE

Whereas, the said programmeunder the aegis of J&K Government titled"Digi for Education"under Mission Yaadgar has been organised by the Department of Education, J&K, vide office Notification No. 061 ED/2023/24 dated 26.04.2023, in continuation of the Digi for Education Programme initiated vide 03/20/2015. The said programme is intended to strengthen the digital learning environment by providing access to digital content and applications to the students and to improve the quality of education of the students by encouraging them to access and use digital learning resources.

Now therefore, it is hereby notified that in case of any person/persons having any objection with respect to the issuance of NOC for transfer of ownership rights in favour of the allottee in respect of a plot measuring 572 Sft. plot in Bemina Housing Colony Sector 1/A Vide this office allotment No. 4989 (odd size measuring (30’.7 +33’.00”x18/2) for the above mentioned purpose.

The above advertisement is subject to outcome of any writ petition pending in the court of law.

The Guest faculty shall be paid remuneration as per applicable norms of the Department.

The Guest faculty is expected to work under different schemes so that the beneficiaries are facilitated and the general public are informed.

The AC and SE PPCG are directed to ensure that the above notices are properly displayed in Public Notice Boards in the concerned Twin towns.

The District Election Officer (DLO) addressed pressing relief cases in the district.

On the occasion, the DLO also stressed on the importance of Digi Locker, quality enhancement of all stakeholders, use of Digi Locker, quality, and transparency in the process of regularization of CPW’s/LFW’s in view of the advisory issued by the Anti Corruption Bureau; and transparency in the process of regularization of CPW’s/LFW’s in view of the advisory issued by the Anti Corruption Bureau.

The final seniority list of 163 CPW’s/LFW’s as stood on 05/08/2023 is hereby notified in the Official Gazette. The said list includes the name of the candidates having been considered in the process of regularization of CPW’s/LFW’s.

Sincerely,

Dated:-18/08/2023

Chief Education Officer Shopian

Nanda Kishan

Office of the Returning Officer
SDPO Shopian

PHE, MECHANICAL RURAL DIVISION, SGR.

GMK NEWS NETWORK

Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir

Government of Jammu and Kashmir

Office of the Chief Education Officer Shopian

Subject:- Public Notice

Whereas, vide this Office Notification No. CEO/SPN/IMW/2814-19 dated:-06/07/2022, the final seniority list of CPW’s/LFW’s of School Education Department, District Shopian as on 05/08/2023 was notified in print editions of the newspapers. However, due to some errors, the said list was amended on 25/07/2023.

Whereas, the tentative seniority list of CPW’s/LFW’s was published vide this Office Notification No. CED/SPN/Ext/13/3-1255-11 dated: 13/03/2023 on the official website of the School Education Department (www.jkshopian.nic.in) and was published in Print media vide government department departments No. DIPK-1812/21 and appeared in Daily Bright Kashmir and Fajar Newspapers on March 27, 2023 for invitation objections. If any person/authority is aggrieved with the list, they may file objections in the Official Gazette or other public print media.

Whereas, the members of the committee scrutinized the aforesaid list of CPW’s/LFW’s at various levels and subsequently published vide this Office Notification No. CED/SPN/Ext/13/3-1616-18 dated: 18/08/2023.

Now therefore, the final seniority list of 163 CPW’s/LFW’s as on 05/08/2023 is hereby notified as Annexure ‘A’ for information of candidates/stakeholders. The particulars /bio-data of candidates along with their objections are available on official website of the School Education Department, Endorsement of Orders/Wages statement/DOB/ qualification and other credentials from the competent quarters and mere figuring in the list shall not entitle the concerned any preferential right/claim regarding the permanent absorption in the department.

No. - CEO/SPN/Ext/13/3-1616-18

Date:-18/08/2023

Chief Education Officer Shopian

Address Pressing Relief Cases in the District.

Very Disappointing.

PULWAMA:
The District Development Commissioner (DDC) Pulwama, Dr. Mushtaq Ahmad Khat...
Cinematic revival ignites enthusiasm in Handwara

Handwara: After a multiparadigm shift that took place in the 1960s, the region of Handwara saw a cinematic revival as it hosted a roadshow of old classic films from the 1960s. The event was organized by the Department of Information and Public Relations, Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha, on July 14, with the aim of reviving the cultural and cinematic experience to the public.

The roadshow took place in Handwara, local stories track to innovation, the town turned into an erath and squinted crow. “This feels like a dream that I’ve never witnessed before. This experience with my filmmaker colleagues and Handwara, a village that’s full of cinematic heritage, is a grand opening. This platform will help aesthetes in Handwara, where the magic of cinema was rekindled. It’s a novel delight for many, enriching the event with a strong connection and vibrancy,” said the Lieutenant Governor.

The screening of classic films witnessed a good turn-out, with local residents and cinema lovers from across the region.

New Delhi: Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Friday held talks with his Pakistani counterpart, Imran Khan, and discussed bilateral relations, regional and international matters.

The two leaders reiterated their commitment to move forward with the dialogue process to resolve the outstanding issues, including the Kashmir issue, in a peaceful and mutually beneficial way.

At the 4th SCG Summit, PM Modi and President Raisi discussed the cooperation in multifaceted fields, including the expansion of the Chabahar Port Initiative. The two leaders expressed their commitment to further strengthen the bilateral relations and cooperation in various fields.

PM Modi, Iranian President Raisi discuss greater cooperation over Chabahar Port

New Delhi: Prime Minister Narendra Modi held talks with his Iranian counterpart, Ebrahim Raisi, and discussed issues of bilateral and regional importance.

The two leaders reiterated their commitment to further strengthen bilateral relations and cooperation in various fields.

At the 4th SCG Summit, PM Modi and President Raisi discussed the cooperation in multifaceted fields, including the expansion of the Chabahar Port Initiative. The two leaders expressed their commitment to further strengthen the bilateral relations and cooperation in various fields.

Modi said that India and Iran have a long-standing historical and cultural link, and the Chabahar Port is a significant project that will further strengthen the bilateral ties.

He thanked India’s G20 Presidency and the Indian government for their support and assistance in the Chabahar Port project, which is a major step towards regional connectivity and economic growth.

President Raisi welcomed the support and assistance of India in the Chabahar Port project, and emphasized the importance of cooperation in various fields, including trade, investment, and infrastructure development.

The two leaders discussed the prospects of further cooperation in various fields, including trade, investment, and infrastructure development.

Balloch targeting chinese to protect their territory, identity, says activist

National capacity building workshop for ward workers kicks-off

National security

New Delhi: The Government of India is developing 11 industrial corridors amounting to Rs 98,999.89 million.

The development of these corridors will be implemented by the National Industrial Corridor Development and Implementation Trust (NICDIT). The project is aimed at development of world-class manufacturing, logistics and industrial parks in various parts of the country.

The National Industrial Corridor Development and Implementation Trust (NICDIT) is a public sector undertaking of the Government of India.

NICDIT will develop 11 industrial corridors under the National Industrial Corridor Programme (NICP) which is notified by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India. The corridors are expected to be completed in phases.

The corridors are expected to be completed in phases and will be developed in two stages, with the first stage focusing on the development of infrastructure and the second stage on industrial development.

At the beginning of the address, Dr. Nirmala Sitharaman, Minister of Finance, and Corporate Affairs, welcomed the delegates and highlighted the benefits of the new policy.

She said, “India is the land of opportunities and the new policy is aimed at creating a world-class manufacturing and industrial ecosystem.”

She further added, “The new policy will not only provide a conducive environment for investment, but will also help in creating jobs and opportunities for the youth.”

The minister thanked the delegates for their participation and expressed her confidence in the success of the new policy.
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**India's digital public infrastructure offers secure inclusive solutions for global challenges: PM Modi**

As part of his digital transformation strategy, India's digital public infrastructure offers secure, inclusive solutions for global challenges. According to PM Modi, India has achieved the milestone of providing five billion usage transactions through its digital public infrastructure.

India's digital public infrastructure is not only a source of national pride but also a powerful tool in the fight against global challenges. It offers secure, inclusive solutions for a wide range of issues, from financial inclusion to health care.

**The G20’s commitment to financial inclusion**

One of the key areas where India’s digital infrastructure has made a significant impact is financial inclusion. The PM said that India’s digital public infrastructure has made it possible for even the most remote regions of the country to benefit from financial services. He highlighted the example of J&K, where the PM said that the digital infrastructure has made it possible for the region to achieve financial inclusion.

**The country’s digital infrastructure**

The country’s digital infrastructure has been designed to ensure that every individual has access to the latest technology. The PM said that India’s digital public infrastructure is unique and sustainable. It has been designed to ensure that it can scale up to meet the increasing demand for digital services.

**The impact of digital infrastructure on education**

The PM also spoke about the impact of digital infrastructure on education. He said that India’s digital public infrastructure has made it possible for children in remote areas to access education.

**The role of India’s digital public infrastructure in disaster management**

The PM said that India’s digital public infrastructure has also played a crucial role in disaster management. It has allowed for quick and efficient communication during times of crisis.

**The impact of digital infrastructure on health care**

The PM also spoke about the impact of digital infrastructure on health care. He said that India’s digital public infrastructure has made it possible for even the most remote regions of the country to benefit from quality health care.

**The role of India’s digital public infrastructure in financial inclusion**

The PM also spoke about the role of India’s digital public infrastructure in financial inclusion. He said that India’s digital public infrastructure has made it possible for even the most remote regions of the country to benefit from financial services.

**The impact of digital infrastructure on agriculture**

The PM also spoke about the impact of digital infrastructure on agriculture. He said that India’s digital public infrastructure has made it possible for even the most remote regions of the country to benefit from better agricultural practices.

**The role of India’s digital public infrastructure in smart cities**

The PM also spoke about the role of India’s digital public infrastructure in smart cities. He said that India’s digital public infrastructure has made it possible for even the most remote regions of the country to benefit from the latest technology.

**The impact of digital infrastructure on energy**

The PM also spoke about the impact of digital infrastructure on energy. He said that India’s digital public infrastructure has made it possible for even the most remote regions of the country to benefit from better energy practices.

**The role of India’s digital public infrastructure in e-commerce**

The PM also spoke about the role of India’s digital public infrastructure in e-commerce. He said that India’s digital public infrastructure has made it possible for even the most remote regions of the country to benefit from the latest technology.

**The impact of digital infrastructure on transportation**

The PM also spoke about the impact of digital infrastructure on transportation. He said that India’s digital public infrastructure has made it possible for even the most remote regions of the country to benefit from better transportation practices.

**The role of India’s digital public infrastructure in tourism**

The PM also spoke about the role of India’s digital public infrastructure in tourism. He said that India’s digital public infrastructure has made it possible for even the most remote regions of the country to benefit from the latest technology.
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Russia Bans 54 British Journalists, Politicians From Entering Country

The Russian Foreign Ministry has announced that it has banned 54 British journalists and politicians, from entering the country, in response to their alleged involvement in “propaganda activities” of the (Ukrainian) “Zelensky regime” and of “propaganda support of the Russian leadership”. The Ministry claimed that she has banned “responsible for the supply of weapons to Ukraine, including destroyed ammunition”.

Russia has decided to ban from entering the country six journalists from The Telegraph and 30 other journalists from 26 British media outlets. Russia’s ban also includes 13 members of the British press and 8 members of the British diplomatic mission.


The ban has been imposed in response to the “propaganda activities” of the Zelensky regime and of “propaganda support of the Russian leadership”.

The ban comes as part of a series of measures taken by Russia in response to the invasion of Ukraine, which has already seen the closure of their Embassy in London and the expulsion of 850 British diplomats.

The ban is part of a series of measures taken by Russia in response to the invasion of Ukraine, which has already seen the closure of their Embassy in London and the expulsion of 850 British diplomats.
BJP targets 50% plus popular vote for historic third mandate

BJP leaders are expected to target 50% plus popular vote and a third mandate in the upcoming elections.

Subject: Tantative Selection List of Sanginis (AHM) as per the orders of Poshan Project Kishangarh

The school has engaged female helper/Aya who shall be domicile of Shuhama and shall fulfill following criteria:

A) Min. Qualification.
B) Must belong to BPL Category.
C) Age between 18-45 years.

The application must reach its office within 15 days from the date of publication of this notice.

DIP-7465-23
SHUHAMA SHUHAMAR.

PUBLIC NOTICE

BJP targets 50% plus popular vote for historic third mandate

BJP leaders are expected to target 50% plus popular vote and a third mandate in the upcoming elections.
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Equal Opportunities of Play, Recreation for youth toppmost priority of Govt: Dr Sports

DUBLIN: India best Ireland by two runs (DLS method) in the first T20 of the three-match series after the game was called off due to incessant rain at Mallow Cricket Club Ground on Friday.

The India cricket team, which was off to a winning start in the series, came back after being stifled for 200-plus for 6 five wickets suffering a recurving injury, won the first match as captain, as India went 1-0 in the series.

The star pacer Shamrock conferred on the team in playing barber who joined the star pacer with his team in the 1st T20. Smith and opener Rohit Bishnoi also chipped in with 2 runs each.

After suffering an early full of wickets, Barry McCarthy scored numbers fifty (10-25 not out) and built a crucial partnership with Jaiswal slicing the pull by McCarthy for 11 in the 4th. Prattidh Krishna, who had made his T20 international debut earlier this year, produced a lusty blows in the final over.

Jaiswal sliced the pull after getting in a poor position, high full and high-striking in between. The next delivery, however, the Indian team went 1-0 in the series.
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LG chairs 71st Board meeting of SMVD Shrine Board

Delegation of senior BJP leaders call on LG

The Board asked the CEO SMVDSB to ensure that all stakeholders are made aware of the importance of promoting tourism and creating facilities for pilgrims. Sh. Suresh Kumar Sharma, the Chairperson SMVDSB, said that the Board has already taken steps to improve facilities at the shrine. The CEO assured the Board that work on the new hospital will be completed soon. The Board also discussed the need for a new audio-visual presentation to be made at the entrance of the shrine. The Board also decided to appoint a special task force to work on the development of the shrine. Sh. Sham Lal, the Chief Executive Officer of SMVDSB, said that he will ensure that all the decisions taken by the Board are implemented promptly. The Board also discussed the idea of creating a database of SMVD Charitable Society, which is one of the largest charitable organizations in the country. The Board also discussed the idea of creating a database of SMVD Charitable Society, which is one of the largest charitable organizations in the country.

SIU Conducts Raid in Pulwama

The raids were conducted in coordination with the Pulwama Police and the Pulwama District Administration. The raids were conducted in several locations in Pulwama, including in the town of Pulwama and in the villages of Iqbalpora, Parimpora, and Sajadpora. The raids were conducted in coordination with the Pulwama Police and the Pulwama District Administration.

Traap in Indian Book of Records for promoting Kashmiri traditional items

A young girl from south Kashmir’s Pulwama district on Saturday entered the Indian Book of Records for creating a new record in the field of Indian traditional crafts. Apna Mohi Uddin, the girl from Pulwama, has set a new record by creating a new record in the field of Indian traditional crafts.

Pulwama: A young girl from South Kashmir’s Pulwama district entered the Indian Book of Records for creating a new record in the field of Indian traditional crafts.

The Board also decided to conduct a public meeting of SMVD shrine board members to discuss the issues raised by the Board. The meeting was attended by all the SMVD Shrine Board members. The Board also decided to conduct a public meeting of SMVD shrine board members to discuss the issues raised by the Board.

Chairperson DCC G’bal visits proposed Environmental Park Lar

The Board also decided to conduct a public meeting of SMVD shrine board members to discuss the issues raised by the Board.